
FORMULA FOR WRITING A COZY MYSTERY

The hook that gets the reader to bite. This formula for writing a cozy mystery helps you develop a solid hook for your
series.

The criminal in a cozy is usually motivated by human traits of greed, jealously, or revenge. I never even
thought of myself as an outliner until six years ago I was a pantster until that point. The cozy elements may
also be transferred into the future. In the second round of interviews after the second murder , the suspects can
also defend themselves against allegations by the other suspects in the original round of interviews. My
outline has been a work in progress. The Sleuth As Character The sleuth is, of course, the protagonist so the
same pointers apply here that apply for any protagonist. Do some research and send concrete numbers with
your query letter. If the romance starts to overshadow the mystery, however, the story has crossed over into
another sub-genre of mystery: romantic suspense. The missing candlestick was taken by a child for a school
project; the averted glance which suggested guilt actually represented guilt for snacking at midnight. What is
her ruling passion? This person can serve as a foil for your protag, highlighting her strengths, but also her
weaknesses. Try to make these minor characters stand out via distinctive appearance, worldview, dialog, or
other means. Also, keep track of characters from the beginning via a log, Excel spreadsheet, or whatever
method works for you. The reader will want to be able to identify with the main character who should be
likeable and whose faults are present but socially acceptable. In all, Prime Crime has published 16 of her cozy
novelsâ€”seven of which have landed on The New York Times bestseller list. Generally this means going
there and taking a look. If you can let agents know that 86 million people I made that number up are soap
carving fanatics, then you might have an original new hook for a cozy series. Subscribe to our FREE email
newsletter and download free character development worksheets! The Sleuth Has A Connection To The Police
Because the sleuth is an amateur it comes in handy for her to have a connection to a professional like a police
detective. While detection is still at the heart of the story, that plot must move along with more driving action
than the genre used to demand. For another, I like having it at the top of the outline to help keep me focused
on the big picture of the story. To give you an idea what that means, according to the Kindle Best Seller
Calculator , a book with a rank of sells about 32 books a day. The novels of Agatha Christie and the mystery
stories in Woman's World are examples of cozies. Protagonists are typically amateur and usually female
sleuths solving small-town crimes with old-fashioned detective work rather than forensics. For instance, he is
loyal in the sense that he stands by those who stand by him. Another possibility is to isolate everyone in the
story so that characters can be pressed into different roles. My main purpose is to assign them names making
sure that none of the names are too similar as to be confusing and to give me something to work with when I
pick the story up for me, months later since I alternate writing two series. Perhaps bad weather is keeping the
police at bay or the entire department is off on a team-building exercise. My suspect descriptions are short and
sweet. More about pets in cozies in an upcoming post. They are no antiheroes in a cosy mystery!


